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ABSTRACT. We will show that Solar Energetic Particles (SEP), as well as energetic particles generated in magnetospheres of the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn and other planets, in interplanetary space, and in atmospheres of stars have the same nature as Galactic and Intergalactic CR: they are all runaway particles from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of background plasma where they were generated. Energy of these run-away particles is much higher than average energy of background thermal particles. It is shown in this work that the energy of all these run-away particles have the same general nature: it is always transfer energy from the Macro-objects and Macro-processes directly to Micro World (to charged runaway particles). This transfer energy is formatted in dynamic plasma with frozen in magnetic fields: really magnetic fields ‘glues’ billions thermal background particles into Macro-objects and Macro-processes. So, thank to frozen in magnetic fields runaway particles can interact not only with thermal background particles (and lose energy), but also directly with Macro-objects and Macro-processes with very high macro-energy (many order higher than energy of run-away particle). Thermodynamically Macro-objects have much bigger “effective temperature” than runaway particles and though the energy always transferred from Macro World to runaway particles of Micro World. We also consider the future travels of space probes with velocities of CR particles of different energy, how looked stars, planets, Galaxy and other objects in the Universe, what time need for comfort acceleration and what self-time and Earth’s-time need these travels to different objects. It is also important to estimate what will be radiation hazards during real relativistic travels in future.
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1. The Matter of the Problem and Introduction

When we are talking on the origin of Cosmic Rays (or Astroparticles), usually have in view protons, nucleus of different Z, electrons, gamma-quants, and neutrino of high and very high energy generated in our Galaxy and in different astrophysical objects in the Universe, outside the Galaxy. Moreover, during many years energetic particles generated on the Sun were called as Solar Cosmic Rays (SCR, see Dorman and Miroshnichenko, 1968; Dorman, 1978; Miroshnichenko, 2001, 2015; Dorman and Dorman, 2014)), but now increased the tendency to rename this phenomenon to Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) event.

We will show that SEP, energetic particles generated in magnetospheres of the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn and other planets, in interplanetary space, and in atmospheres of stars have the same nature as Galactic and Intergalactic CR: they are all runaway particles from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of background plasma where they were generated.

Energy of these run-away particles is much higher than average energy of background thermal particles. We will show in our report that the energy of all these run-away particles has the same general nature: it is always transfer energy from the Macro-objects and Macro-processes directly to Micro-objects (to charged runaway particles). This transfer energy is formatted in dynamic plasma with frozen in magnetic fields: really magnetic fields ‘glues’ thermal background particles in Macro-objects and Macro-processes involved billions thermal particles. Through magnetic fields runaway particles interact not only with thermal background particles (and lose energy), but also directly interact with Macro-objects and Macro-processes with very high macro-energy (many order higher than energy of most energetic runaway particles) with energy transfer from Macro-world to Micro-world with energy increasing of runaway particles.

We come to conclusion that the main cause of origin of all types of Cosmic Rays in any objects and processes in the Universe is the transform energy from Macro-world directly to Micro-world through frozen in magnetic fields in plasmas. Let us outline that without frozen in magnetic fields run-away particles cannot interact with whole macro objects or macro-processes, but only with objects of Micro-world (ions, electrons, atoms, molecules, and so on, and mostly with loosing energy). At the stage when in early Universe were formatted exited small density plasmas objects with frozen in magnetic fields, where formatted also Cosmic Rays of different types. Formatting energy spectrum of different types of CR is determined by the particle rate acceleration and loosing particles with increasing energy by increasing flux going out from region of acceleration; this phenomenon determined the maximum energy in spectrum (Dorman, 1957,1963a,b, 1972; Ginzburg and Syrovatsky, 1964; Berezhko et al., 1988; Berezinsky et al., 1990; Dorman, 2006, 2017a,b; Dorman and Dorman, 2014).

2. Internal and external CR; multiple origin of CR

There are internal CR, generated inside the background plasma of object considered, and external CR generated in other objects and propagated to the considered object. There are CR of different origin: Extragalactic or Metagalactic CR (ECR), Galactic CR (GCR), different types of Stellar CR (StCR), Solar CR (SCR), Heliospheric CR (HCR), Interplanetary CR (ICR), Magnetospheric CR (MCR), and so on. I think that in near future will be developed methods to investigate properties of CR separately in different astrophysical objects.

2.1. Extragalactic or Metagalactic CR (ECR)
ECR of very high energy (up to $10^{21}$ eV or even up to $10^{22}$ eV) are generated in radio-galaxies, quasars and other powerful objects in the Universe and come through intergalactic space to our Galaxy, to the Heliosphere and into the Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, they are internal for Metagalaxy and external relative to our Galaxy and our Heliosphere.

2.2. Galactic CR (GCR)
GCR, with energy at least up to $10^{15}$-$10^{16}$ eV (may be up to $10^{17}$ eV ), are generated mainly by shock waves in supernova explosions and supernova remnants, in magnetospheres of pulsars and double stars, reaccelerated by shock waves in interstellar space and other possible objects in the Galaxy. These CR are internal relative to our Galaxy and external to our Heliosphere and the Earth’s magnetosphere.

2.3. Solar CR (SCR)
SCR, with energy up to 15-30 GeV, generated in the solar corona in periods of powerful solar flares, are
internal CR for the Sun’s corona and external for interplanetary space and the Earth’s magnetosphere. SCR play important role in Heliosphere, and Earth’s magnetosphere/atmosphere, but they role in general balance of GCR in the Galaxy (together with other stars) is expected negligible.

2.4. Different types of Stellar CR (StCR)
Stellar flares and shock waves in stellar winds are powerful sources for generation StCR with upper energy much bigger than Solar CR (may be up to $10^{13} \text{eV}$). The role of StCR is important in the region not far from the corresponding star, but in general balance of GCR in the Galaxy the summary role of all StCR is expected negligible.

2.5. Heliospheric CR (HCR)
Heliospheric CR (HCR), with energy up to ~100 MeV, are generated by the terminal shock at the boundary of the Heliosphere (when this particles were discovered at about 1960s, they was called as Anomaly CR or ACR, see Dorman, 1972, 2006). HCR are internal to our Heliosphere and external to the Earth’s magnetosphere.

2.6. Interplanetary CR (ICR)
Interplanetary CR (ICR) also with energy up to ~100 MeV are generated by CME (Coronal Mass Ejections) and by powerful interplanetary shock waves from solar flares and CME. They are internal to our Heliosphere and external to the Earth’s magnetosphere.

2.7. Magnetospheric CR (MCR)
Magnetospheric CR (MCR), with energy up to 10–20 MeV are generated in magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, and up to 1-2 MeV in the magnetosphere of the Earth. MCR are generated inside the magnetospheres of all rotating magnetized planets interacted with solar or stellar winds. MCR are internal CR in the corresponding magnetospheres and external relative to Heliosphere and Stellar-spheres.

3. Two different particle energy distributions in magnetized space plasma for background particles and runaway particles (Cosmic Ray particles)
Let us consider the particle energy distribution in any magnetized dynamic space plasma. We can see that there are always two types of distributions, with a great differences in types of spectrums, in average energies and in density (several and many orders of magnitude). Let us consider, for example, Galactic Cosmic Rays in the Galaxy. The energy distribution of background particles in the Galaxy is $D_b(E_b) \sim E_b \exp(-E_b/kT)$ with average energy $\langle E_b \rangle_b = (3/2)kT \approx 1 \text{eV}$ and density $\rho_b \sim 1 \text{cm}^{-3}$ with energy density $\langle E_b \rangle_b \times \rho_b \sim 1 \text{eV} \cdot \text{cm}^{-3}$. The energy spectrum of GCR in our Galaxy is $D_{GCR}(E_k) \sim E_k^{-3/2} \exp(-E_k/kT)$ with average energy $\langle E_k \rangle_{GCR} \sim 10^{10} \text{eV}$ and density $\rho_{GCR} \sim 10^{-10} \text{cm}^{-3}$ with energy density $\langle E_k \rangle_{GCR} \times \rho_{GCR} \sim 1 \text{eV} \cdot \text{cm}^{-3}$. The same types of background particle energy distributions and runaway (Cosmic Ray) particle energy distributions we see in about all cases described in Section 2. Let us note that when the energy density of any type of CR became bigger then energy density of background particles important role start to play nonlinear effects of CR: pressure of runaway particles and kinetic stream instabilities, which influenced on the structure and behavior of background plasma and finally lids to increasing of background particles energy density (may be it is the main cause why in many astrophysical objects CR energy density and background particles energy density are about equal, see in more details in Beresinsky et al., 1990; Dorman, 2006, Chapter 3).

4. Two Worlds in the Nature and runaway particles (CR particles, Astroparticles)
The Nature in the present stage of the Universe consists from two Worlds with very different physical laws of their behavior.
1. Micro World: molecules, atoms, electrons, ions, photons, elementary particles, quarks and gluons, runaway particles (CR particles, Astroparticles). Micro World is ruled by Quantum Physics and Special Theory of Relativity. Micro World contains following different types of energy: a) Coupling energy between atoms and molecules which can be using during changing of aggregate state and in different chemical reactions (~ eV per one atom or per one molecule). This type of energy starts to use by people many thousand years ago (burning for obtain heat and preparing foods, metallic and other articles) and from about two hundred years ago up to present, for producing electro-energy, for moving cars, trains, sea ships, airplanes, rockets, space probes and so on). b) Coupling energy of protons and neutrons in nuclear of heavy atoms as U, Pu and others (~ tens MeV per atom). This type of energy starts to use by people
only at the middle of 20-th century in the first for military aims, but then for obtaining electro-energy by
Atomic Electro- Stations in many countries. c) Coupling energy of protons and neutrons in light nuclease
as hydrogen, deuterium, and treaty during thermo-nuclear reactions (~ several MeV per nucleus). This
type of reactions $4\text{H} \rightarrow \text{He}$ realized inside the Sun and many other stars, but people started to use it only
at the middle of 20-th century in the first for military aims, but then was organized a great International
research for obtaining electro-energy for people on the basis of thermo-nuclear reactions. d) Runaway
particles (CR particles of many different types, Astroparticles). This part of Micro World contains total
energy which is very small in comparison with other parts of Micro World, but some small part of
runaway particles can reach very high energies up to $10^{19}-10^{22}$ eV, which until now are much bigger than
can be reached on modern accelerators on the Earth.

2. Macro World with objects and processes in which involved billions objects of Micro World: Hard
bodies, Liquids, Neutral Gases, Ionized Gases, Plasmas without and with frozen in magnetic fields, dark
matter and dark energy, the Earth with Atmosphere and Ionosphere/Magnetosphere, other planets of Solar
system, the Sun and stars, galaxies, quasars, black holes, dynamical Universe, and many other
astrophysical objects. The Macro World is ruled by Classic Physics and General Theory of Relativity (if
not consider the Big Bang and very short period after). On the Earth, the energy of Macro World start to
use by people many thousand years ago and continue to use at present (e.g., kinetic energy of wind and
rivers). It is interesting and important that runaway particles (CR particles of different types,
Astroparticles) are accelerated by the objects and processes of Macro World (in plasmas with frozen in
magnetic fields).

5. Interactions of Micro World objects with objects of Macro World

5.1. On the possibility of direct interaction of Micro World objects (run-away particles) with objects of Macro World in case of hard bodies

In this case, atoms and molecules of hard body have so small coupling energy ($\leq 1$ eV) in
comparison with energy of run-away particle, that they can be considered as free atoms and molecules. It
means that run-away particle really interact only with objects of Micro World and loose energy. So, in this
case it is only direct interaction of Micro World (run-away particles) with Micro World (atoms and
molecules), but not direct interaction of Micro World (run-away particles) with Macro World.

5.2. On the possibility of direct interaction of Micro World objects (run-away particles) with objects of Macro World in cases of liquids, gases (including ionized gases but without frozen in magnetic field)

In all these cases runaway particles will be also interact directly only with atoms, molecules,
electrons and ions (and loose energy), i.e. it will be direct interactions between Micro World’s objects, but
not Micro World objects with Macro World objects.

5.3. On the possibility of direct interaction of Micro World objects (run-away particles) with objects of Macro World in case of ionized gases and space plasmas with frozen in magnetic field

This case is very different from considered in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 because frozen in magnetic field
formatted from billions of Micro-World objects the Macro-World object and processes, directly interacted
with run-away particles (cosmic ray particles). By other words, in this case, as it was mention in Section
1, run-away particle will interact not only with Micro-World’s objects (and mostly loose the energy), but
also directly with objects and processes of Macro World with possibility of additional acceleration by
taking some small part of energy from Macro World object and processes, formatted by frozen in
magnetic field.

5.4. Comparison of CR particles energy (Micro World) with energy of Macro World’s objects directly interacted with CR particles through frozen in magnetic fields

Let us, for example, consider CME (Coronal Mass Ejection) or shock wave (generated by CME) and
their interactions with run-away particles. Let us consider CME near the Earth’s orbit with following
6. Mechanisms of runaway particles (CR, Astroparticles) generation: what is the main driver of charged particles acceleration?

6.1. Stochastic acceleration

The mechanism of stochastic acceleration of particles by chaotically moving interstellar magnetic clouds has developed by Fermi (1949). According to E. Fermi, at each collision of a charged particle moving with velocity \( v \), with magnetic cloud moving with velocity \( u \), changes the energy of charged particle will be determined by the relation \( \Delta E / E = (v + u) / 2 \lambda \), where the upper sign is for head-on collisions and bottom sign for overtaking collisions. If \( \lambda \) is the mean free path for particle collisions with magnetic clouds, the corresponding frequencies \( \xi_{\pm} \) correspondingly for head-on and overtaking collisions will be \( \xi_{\pm} = (v \pm u) / 2 \lambda \). The average change energy per unit of time will be

\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = (\Delta E)_{\pm} \xi_{\pm} + (\Delta E)_{-} \xi_{-} = \alpha E,
\]

where \( \alpha = 2u^2v/\lambda c^2 \) is the so called parameter of acceleration.

Let us note that more detail consideration (Dorman, 1983; see in Dorman, M2006, Section 4.3 of Chapter 4) shows that taking into account small change radius of curvature during moving inside frozen in magnetic field, the increasing and decreasing energy during head-on and overtaking collisions, correspondingly, will be \( (\Delta E)/E = \pm 2uv/c^2 + 2u^2v/c^2 \) and in this case \( \alpha = 4u^2v/\lambda c^2 \), i.e., the stochastic mechanism really is two times more effective than was obtained originally in Fermi (1949).

Fermi’s mechanism of stochastic acceleration of charged particles was the first physically clearly mechanism, which in subsequent years was developed and applied to the problem of CR acceleration and reacceleration in many papers (e.g., Seo and Ptuskin, 1994; Michalek et al., 1999; see review in Dorman, M2006, Chapter 4). In this mechanism is clearly seen that acceleration of runaway particles (CR, Astroparticles) realized by transferring kinetic energy of macro objects to energy of micro particles through frozen in magnetic field.

6.2. Drift acceleration by shock waves

If the shock wave propagated in plasma with frozen in magnetic field, charged particles near the shock front will be drift along electric field and accelerated (drift acceleration). This mechanism was supposed by Dorman and Freidman (1959) for explaining effect of galactic CR pre-increase before the start of big magnetic storms with sudden commencement (caused by CME and interplanetary shock waves from the Sun, see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Charged particle trajectory in shock wave (coordinate system related to the wave front). According to Dorman and Freidman (1959).

In this case \( u_1H_1 = u_2H_2 \) and electric field \( E_1 = E_2 \); the increasing energy \( E \) of charged accelerating particle will be \( \Delta E = ZeE_L = ZeE_\perp L \), where \( Ze \) is the charge of accelerated particle and \( L \) - the way of drift along electric field on the front of shock wave. Later this mechanism was developed in details by many authors—see review in Dorman, M2006, Chapter 4. In this case
we also see that the main driving of charged particle acceleration is the transfer energy to particle through frozen in magnetic field from kinetic energy of shock wave, i.e. again, direct transfer energy from macro-objects and macro-processes to the micro-objects (runaway particles, CR, Astroparticles).

6.3. Regular or diffusive shock wave acceleration

The regular or diffusive acceleration of charged particles during multiple interaction with shock wave were supposed and developed by Krymsky (1977), Axford et al. (1977), Bell (1978a,b). This type of particle acceleration by shock wave is called as regular shock acceleration (because at each crossing of shock front particle gain the energy) or diffusive shock acceleration (because the multi-crossing of shock front is caused by particle scattering and diffusion through magnetic inhomogeneities behind and before the shock front).

It is important that as it was shown by Krymsky (1977), the expected spectrum of accelerated particles will be power type: \( \propto p^{-\gamma} \); \( \gamma = \frac{\sigma+2}{\sigma-1} \) where \( p \) is the momentum of accelerated particles and \( \sigma = u_1/u_2 = \rho_2/\rho_1 = H_2/H_1 \) is the degree of shock compression ratio by the shock wave. It is important to note that with increasing \( \sigma \) from 2 (weak shock wave) to 4 (strong shock wave) the value of \( \gamma \) decreases from 4 to 2 in agreement with what is observed for galactic CR (it means that main source of galactic CR are strong shock waves). This model was then developed in details (especially in applications to the problem of CR acceleration by shock waves in Supernova remnants, in the interplanetary space by shock waves driving by coronal mass ejections, by bow shocks in the planetary magnetospheres, by the terminal shock wave in the Heliosphere, and other types of shock waves) by many authors; see reviews in Berezhko et al. (M1988), Berezinsky et al. (M1990), Moskalenko (2003), Dorman (M2006). Let us outline that the main properties of the observed nonthermal emission of Supernova remnants are consistent with the efficient CR acceleration at the Supernova blast wave. The existing data together with the development of nonlinear kinetic theory of CR acceleration in Supernova remnants provide the evidence that galactic Supernova remnants are the main source of galactic CR up to the energy \( 10^{15} \) eV – \( 10^{16} \) eV. We also see that in all described cases of diffuse shock wave acceleration the main driver of runaway particles (CR, Astroparticles) generation is direct energy transfer kinetic energy of shock waves through frozen in magnetic field (objects and processes of Macro World) directly to charged energetic particles, CR, Astroparticles (objects of Micro World).

6.4. Charged energetic particle generation in reconnection processes

In many different reconnection processes of space magnetized plasma we also see that during annihilation magnetic field is generated electric field which accelerates about all runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) in the volume of reconnection (Sweet, 1958, 1969; Parker, 1963; Petchek, 1964; Syrovatsky, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1971, 1981; Hesse et al., 2005; Zelenyi et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2017b. Artemyev et al., 2019). After escaping from acceleration region runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) interacted with matter and fields in surrounded space plasma with changing both initial composition and energy spectrum. In this case the main driver of generation runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) again is the direct transfer energy of Macro World object and process (reconnection phenomenon) directly to Micro World objects thanks to frozen in magnetic field.

7. Formation of composition and energy spectrum of runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) and possible maximum energy

The following processes are important for formation of composition and energy spectrum of runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) and possible maximum energy:
1. How changed the rate of energy increase during the acceleration process with increasing particle energy, ionization and other losses inside the source, nuclear interactions and change the composition during acceleration.
2. Escaping of runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) from the source, dependence of energy, maximum energy of particle trapping. As rule, the probability of escaping increased with increasing the particle energy; this phenomenon influenced on the upper limit of runaway particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) energy spectrum.
3. Reacceleration of runaway charged particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) outside the sources and energy losing on ionization and nuclear interactions (important for small and middle energy), on interactions with magnetic field (synchrotron radiation; important for electrons), losing energy on
interactions with photons (especially with relict photons at 2.7 °K) important for very high energy particles with $E > 10^{18} - 10^{20}$ eV, generated in the Universe on great distances from our Galaxy.

These problems are considered in details in monographs of Ginzburg and Syrovatsky (1964), Dorman (1972), Berezhko et al. (1988), Berezinsky et al. (1990), Schlickeiser (2001), Dorman (2006), and in many papers.

8. Future Travels on Relativistic Space-Probes

By help of controlled thermo-nuclear fusion can be created powerful ion engines for relativistic space probes. In this case will be real to attain velocities as CR particles. Let us consider observed maximum CR proton energy about $10^{19}$ eV. In the self-system coordinate it will transfer our Galaxy with dimension about $10^5$ light years for 5 minutes, stars and planets will be compressed in the direction of moving in $10^{10}$ times, but in perpendicular direction the dimensions will be not change. For protons 10 GeV the self-time for transfer our Galaxy will be $10^7$ light years; stars and planets will be compressed in the direction of moving in 10 times (they will be rotated 10 times faster).

9. Conclusion

The main cause of origin of all types of runaway charged energetic particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) in different objects and processes in the Universe is the transform energy from Macro-world directly to Micro-world through frozen in magnetic fields in plasmas. Without frozen in magnetic fields runaway particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) cannot interact with whole macro objects or macro-processes, but only with objects of Micro-world (ions, electrons, atoms, molecules, and so on), and mostly with loosing energy. Of course, the energy of runaway particles (Cosmic Rays, Astroparticles) finally will go back to Macro-world through ionization and other energy loosing processes, and through nonlinear effects (CR pressure and kinetic stream instabilities), but it can happen during long time after escaping from sources (e.g., for solar and magnetospheric CR – hours and days, but for galactic CR about $3 \times 10^7$ years, and for very high energy metagalactic CR – much more than $10^8$ years).
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